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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this paper is to present characterizations 
and properties of linear algebras over the field of real numbers.
The thesis will consist of three parts. In chapter I, 
neither commutativity nor associativity of multiplication will 
be assumed. Algebras with identity, division algebras, normed 
algebras, and absolute valued algebras will be discussed, and 
theorems characterizing and relating these concepts will be 
presented.
In chapter II, algebras which are commutative or associative 
with respect to multiplication will be considered. In addition 
to characterizing these algebras, a proof of the classical result 
of Frobenius will be presented. That is, except for isomorphisms, 
the real numbers, the complex numbers, and the algebra of real 
quaternions form the only associative division algebras over the 
field of real numbers.
Chapter III will be primarily concerned with automorphisms 
on the algebra of real quaternions and their application to 
rotations on the real Euclidean vector space of dimension 3 »
Other characterizations and properties, which follow from the 
theorems of chapters I and II, will be presented.
v
CHARACTERIZATIONS OF BEAL LINEAR ALGEBRAS
IKTROEUCTION
The study of linear algebras (or hypercomplex systems) first 
began in 18^1 with R. W. Hamilton's discovery of quaternions. 
Hamilton was then primarily interested in the solution of two 
problems:
1. Given an n dimensional vector space, is it possible 
to define multiplication in such a way that the resultant system 
is a field?
2. Can the product of two sums of n squares be expressed 
as a sum of n squares?
Hamilton defined a quaternion to be a quadruple of real numbers 
with the operations:
(a*L> a2> (^2.* 2^9 3^*
= (“l + »2 + P2, %  + 3)*)
and
a^) • 0g* 0 >^ 0 )^ = ^3*
2
3where
rl = ai Pi - a2 p2 ■ °3 P3 • °% PU
y2 = “i 32 + a2 pl + a3 PU • %  p3
r3 = ax 3j - a2 3U + a3 ^  + %  B2
yU = “1 PU + a2 p3 * “3 p2 + %  Pl-
He showed that all the axioms for a field were satisfied with the 
exception of the commutative law of multiplication. He was also 
able to obtain the striking identity:
Since Hamilton's discovery, a great deal of interest and study has 
arisen in this area. Quaternions, for example, have proved to be 
a useful tool in some areas of both physics and mechanics.
The purpose of this paper is to present some of the charac­
terizations and properties of both associative and nonassociative 
linear algebras over the field of real numbers. The first part 
will deal with essential definitions and theorems related 
to real linear algebras on which neither commutativity 
nor associativity is assumed. Throughout this paper, absolute 
valued algebras, as defined by A. A. Albert [l], will be of primary 
concern. It is interesting to note that without associativity of
kmultiplication we are not assured of the existence of an identity 
element. However, it will be shown that given a real absolute 
valued algebra, we can always redefine multiplication such that 
the resultant algebra is an absolute valued algebra with identity. 
Theorems relating nomed, absolute valued and division algebras 
will also be presented.
The next part deals with the characterizations of 
commutative and associative algebras over the field of real 
numbers. A construction of the algebra of quaternions is given 
together with a proof of Frobeniusr s theorem which shows the 
unique place of complex numbers and quaternions among the algebras.
The final objective will be to discuss, in more detail, the 
algebra of real quaternions. It will be shown here that all 
automorphisms on the algebra of real quaternions are of a certain 
type. These automorphisms form a group of linear orthogonal 
transformations which have a particularly interesting effect on 
the real Euclidean vector space of dimension three. Applications 
and properties of quaternions which follow from the theorems of 
this paper are also given.
Using the algebra of quaternions one can construct still 
another but less attractive algebra, the eight dimensional Caley 
numbers. Because of the length involved in defining this system, 
it will not be presented in this paper. For a discussion of the 
properties and a proof of the uniqueness of this algebra, the 
reader is referred to Ql], [jB], and [ll]*
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GENERAL CHARACTERIZATIONS
As was mentioned in the Introduction, this chapter will be 
devoted to general characterization theorems of algebras over the 
field of real numbers. We begin with 6ome essential definitions.
Definition: Let A be a vector space of finite dimension n
over the field R. A is a linear algebra of order n (or simply 
an algebra) if there is defined on A a product xy which 
satisfies the conditions:
(1) x(ay) ss (ax)y = a(xy) for a in R and x, y in A,
(2) x(y + z) = xy + xz and (y + z)x = yx + zx for
x, y, z in A.
If R is the field of real numbers, we call A a real algebra.
Also, if A contains an element € such that €x = x€ = x for 
all x in A, we say that A is an algebra with identity, and 
we denote this element by "1M. Note that our definition does 
not assume commutativity or associativity of multiplication on 
the algebra A.
From this definition, we arrive at the following useful 
representation of a product in A. Let e^, e^, ..., eQ be a 
basis for A, and let
x = xX e1 + x2 e2 + ••• + V en
and y = yx e;L + y2 e2 + ... + yn en
6be any two elements in A. Then
n i
Vi ''j
xy = ^  x* y4 e4 e.
i^-1
is an element in A. Therefore
n
■:— i
Si eJ = Zi ek = 1> 2' n; 7ijk in
k=l
so that
n n
xy
k=l i,j=l
ii
= Z w  \ =  I  Xi yj rijk (k = 1, 2, ..., n).
Thus, multiplication of elements in A is completely determined
■ 3by n constants 7^^* These constants are called the structure 
constants of the system. Throughout this paper, R will denote 
the field of real numbers and it will be understood that A is of 
finite dimension n.
Definition: Let A be a real algebra. A is said to be
absolute valued if there is a function $ on A to R such that:
(1) 0(0) = 0 and 0(x) > 0  if x 4 0,
(2) 0(xy) = $f(x)0( y),
7(3) 0(x + y) - 0(x) + (2((y), and
(U) 0(ox) = | a | 0(x)
for all x, y in A and a in R. If these properties hold we 
call 0 an absolute value function on A. If 0(xy) 5 0(x) 0(y),
A is said to be a normed algebra and 0 is called a norm function 
on A.
Theorem 1.1 &.]: Every real algebra is a normed algebra.
Proof; Let A be a real algebra having a basis e^, e^, ..., e^ . 
As we have seen multiplication on A is defined by
ei ej = Z  7iJk
k
where the 016 real. Now let u^ = aei (i = 1, 2, n)
for any nonzero real number a. Then u^, ..., uq forms a
new basis for A such that
ui u3 = I ijk \  
k
and where ^et
■ Z xi ui 813 y = Z yjuJ
J
be any two elements in A.
8Then
xy = Z *k v \ - Y, x±y.
k i,j
. 8. •
<5 ijh
Now we choose a such that
6ijk| “ 5 (1, J, k = 1, 2, n)
so that
zk| - I L  lxi yj
We define
for every
«f(v) = |w| = + |w2 j + ... + |wn |
r-“i
W = ■ Wi Ui
in A. Then $ is a norm function on A since
*<*y> = M  = ^  I d  1  ^  *x\ |yj| =
0(x + y) = |x +' y * ^  |xi + yi| - ■ x
x
and
$ clearly satisfies the remaining properties which must hold for
a norm function. Hence A is a normed algebra and the proof is
complete.
Definition: A is a division algebra if the equations ax = b
and ya = b always possess solutions if a ^ 0.
Theorem 1.2 Et. a , Every real absolute valued algebra is a 
division algebra.
Proof: Let A be a real algebra with absolute value 
function 0. For some a in A, define the mappings
R : x -> xa or xR = xaa a
and
L : x ax or xL == ax,a a
for all x in A. Then R and L are linear transformationsa a
on A. Now if a ^ 0 and , x ^ 0, then 0(a) > 0 and 0(x) > 0
implies that 0(xa) > 0  and hence xa 4 0. Therefore, if a 4 0,
the null space of R consists of the zero vector alone. Similarly
&
for L • Hence, if a 4 0, R and L are nonsingular lineara a a
transformations on A. Thus, it follows that the equations
xa as b and ax = b can be solved when a ^ 0.
Definition: Let A be an algebra and let P and Q be
*
nonsingular linear transformations on A. The algebra A whose
elements are those of A but whose product operation is defined
*
by x * y » xP • yQ is called an isotope of A. A and A are 
said to be isotopic.
Theorem 1.5 xa. : If A is a real absolute valued algebra, 
then A has an absolute valued isotope with identity. Furthermore, 
the absolute value function of A is preserved in its isotope. 
Proof: Let $ be an absolute value function defined on A.
Since 0(ox) = |a| $(x) for every real a and x in A, there
%
exists a nonzero element s in A such that 0(g) » 1. As before, 
since € ^ 0 and A is absolute valued,
xR = xe and xL « ex € €
define nonsingular linear transformations on A. Let x, z be
any elements in A such that
xR"1 = z.c
Then
x zR_ » ze €
and
tf(x) = tf(zR£) = rf(z) « ^(xR^1).
Similarly,
tf(x) = {((xL"1).
*
We now define an isotope A of A by the product
Since A and A are the same linear spaces over R, the properties 
of $ Involving addition and scalar multiplication are preserved 
on A . Also
0(x * y) = flKxR’1) • ^(yL*1) « 0(x) 0(y)
*  *  
for all x, y in A . Therefore A is absolute valued and
preserves the absolute value function of A.
2 *Finally, consider the product € * y in A . The product of 
two linear transformations R and L is defined by
x(R • L) = (xR) • L for all x in A.
Thus
e2 * y = €2 R'1 . yL'1 = ^(yL"1) = (yL'1)^ - y,
for a n  y in A. In a similar fashion we have
2x * e - x, for all x in A.
2 *
Hence, e is the identity of A .
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Definition: Let A be a real algebra with the basis
el* e2 ’ en* Deno'te vector scalar product of
x = *1 el + x2 e2 + "• + x n en
and
y = yi + y2 e2 + ... + yn
by <lc, The norm of the vector x is defined by
N(x) r j£> = x^ + x| + ... + x^ .
In the theorems which follows, we will continuously use the 
fact that the scalar product <^x, defines a nondegenerate and 
symmetric bilinear form on a real algebra A. Now consider the 
real algebras having the property that N(xy) = N(x) N(y) for 
all x, y in A.
If A is not associative then xn is not uniquely defined 
in A. Therefore, in order to give meaning to xn, define
n n-1 
x = x • x, n = 2, 3, .•• •
Lemma l.fr: Let A be a real algebra such that N(xy) = N(x) N(y)
for all x, y in A. If x11 = x11"*1" • x, n = 2, 3, ..., then 
N(x ) = N(x) for all positive integers k.
15
Proof; By Induction. Let x be any element in A. The 
lemma is obviously true for k ■ 1. How let k be an arbitrary 
positive integer such that
H(xk) . N(x)k .
Then
N(xk+1) = N(xk - x) = H(xk) N(x) = H(x)k N(x) . H(x)k+1,
Hence
N(xk) = H(x)k
for all positive integers k.
Theorem 1.5; Let A be a real algebra with identity. If
N(xy) = N(x) H(y)
for all x, y in A, then A is absolute valued and the absolute 
value function defined on A is unique.
Proof; To show that A is absolute valued we define
0(x) = 11 x 11 = + \ / n (x )
for all x in A. Then
Ik
0(x + Y) ■ || x .+ y If = + Yi x + r > l
SO
||x + y||2 < ||x |f2 + 2(<^, + ||y
By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,
II x + yj|2 < ||x!l2 + 2 ||x )|-||y|| + |]y||2 = (i|x||+j|y||)
Hence
0(x + y) =|| x + y||<||x |j+ ||y ||= 0(x) + 0(y).
The remaining properties which must .hold for 0 to be an absolute
value function are clearly satisfied and thus A is absolute 
valued.
To avoid confusion between the identity in A and the identity
in R we denote the first by e. We first note that if 0 is an
absolute value function on A,
0(e) = 0(e • e) = 0(e) 0(e),
and hence
0(e) = 1.
15
Nov suppose 0(x) Is not unique In our algebra 
there exists an absolute value function 6(x) on A
e(a) 4 0(a) 
for some a ^ 0 in A. Then either
9(a) > 0(a)
or
8(a) < 0(a).
We consider first the case when
If we let
8(a) > 0(a).
a
y =
then
li*u'
| jy | | = N(y) = 1.
We also have that
9(y) > 1 since 0(y) = 77---' = 1
Furthermore, by lemma l»b,
A. Then 
such that
which implies jy^  1— 1. Since 0 is an absolute value function,
16
Q(y)k ■ Q(yk) 1  yn o(e) + y e(e0) + ... + n 0(en).
Hence
But this is impossible since 0(y) > 1 and k is arbitrary.
Nov consider the case vhen 6(a) < 0(a). Since A is absolute 
valued, it is a division algebra. Therefore we can solve the 
equation az = € whenever a 0 0. Let y * ||a||z.
Then
0(y) * ||a||e(-z).
But since
0(a) 0(z) a 0(c) = 1,
we have that
e(y) 6(a 0(a a 1, and 0(y) = 1.
The remainder of this case follows exactly as the first. That is, 
we arrive at a contradiction to our assumption that 0(a) < 0(a). 
Hence 0(x) « 0(x) for all x in A, so 0(x) is unique.
The following lemma will aid us in the proof of our next 
characterization theorem.
17
Lemma 1.5 Cfi,. OflQ: Let A be a real algebra such that 
N(xy) = N(x) N(y) for all x, y in A. Then for all x, y, 
x', y' in A:
(i) <xy, x*y> = <x, x ’>N(y),
and
<xy, xy*> » N(x)<y, y ’>,
(ii) <xy, x*y’> +<xy», x'y> = 2<x, x ’><y, y'>.
Proof: We can easily establish that for all x, y in A,
<x, y> = |[N(x + y) -N(x) -N(y)].
Then
<xy, x*y>= |[N(xy + x'y) - N(xy) * fffo'y)].' * <x, x'>N(y). 
Similarly
<xy, xy’> = N(x)<y, y*>.
Therefore
<x(y + y')> x'(y *»• y 1) > = <x> x'>N(y + y 1)*
But
N(y + y*) = 2<y, y f> + N(y) + N(y')«
18
Hence
<x(y + y’), x ‘(y + y')> = 2<x, x'><y, y*> + <x, x ‘>N(y) + <x, x'>N(y')
* 2^ c, x ’><y^ y ’> + <3cy, x ’y> +< x y f, x'y')*
Nov since,
<x(y + y»), x*(y + y ’)> = <xy, x*y> + <xy, x*y'>
+ <xy% x*y> + <xy’, x ’y'>,
then
<xy, x ry* > + <xy*, x*y> = 2<x, x ’> <y, y*>.
Definition: Let A and B be algebras over a field F.
A one-to-one mapping i|r of A onto B is called an isomorphism 
of A onto B if the operations of addition and multiplication 
are preserved under the mapping. That is,
(1) t(aa + 3^ ) = ct\fr(a) + pty(b),
(2) ty(ab) s t(a) >k(b), for all a, b in A
and a, p in F. A and B are said to be isomorphic if there
exists an isomorphism of A onto B. By an automorphism of an
algebra A ve shall mean an isomorphism of A onto itself. If 
a mapping ty is an isomorphism (or automorphism) except that
^(ab) * t(b) *(a), 
ve say that is an anti -isomorphism (or anti -automorphism).
Definition: An algebra A is termed an alternative algebra
if for every x, y in A, x^ y = x(xy) and xy^ = (xy)y.
Theorem 1.7 lp]: Let A be a real algebra -with identity 1.
If N(xy) N(x) N(y) for all x, y in A, then A is an 
alternative algebra with involution (anti-automorphism) >Jr : x -»x 
such that: ■' , •
XX s W(x).1
and
x + x = T(x)*1, T(x) real.
Proof: Let I denote the sub space of A spanned by the
identity and let I"*" denote its orthogonal complement., Then A 
is a direct sum of I and I-*- and we write A = I e I^ “. That is, 
every x in A can be written as a*l + a for some real a 
and a in I"t For a proof of this the reader is referred to ■
[?, p. 157]. . , . " V ’ ;■
Now for x ss'a«l + a in A we. define x = a«l - a and 
consider the mapping f : x -» x given by ijf(x) = x. Clearly
t(ccx + Py) = a#(x) + Pt(y) •
We now show that
t(xy) * t(y) t(x).
Consider (ii) of the previous lemma. If we put x' = 1 and take 
x in I^ " we have
20
<xy, y’> + <xy’, y > = 2<x, l><y, y'> = 0
for all y, yf in A. Also, by the lav of multiplication defined
on A,
^(a.l)y, y * y - <y, (a*l)y'^ = 0 for all real a.
Thus
<xy, y’> + <(a*l)y, y’> + <xyf, y> - <(a-l)y’, y> = 0
and
<((x + a*l)y, y'^ = <((a-l - x)y», y)> 
for all real a, x in I^“ and y, y 1 in* A. Nov if we put
v = a»l + x, then ^uy, y' )► = ^ y, w yT>, for all v, y, y* in A.
Similarly, if ve put y' = l and take y in I1 in (ii) of our lemma,
we find that ^xz, x’> = ^ x, x'z> for all x, xf, z in A.
Combining these results we have that for all x, y, z in A,
<xy, z> = <y, xz> =<yz, x> =< z, yx>.
Now if we let x = 1, then ^y, z^ > = <z, y>. Therefore
• . ■ *
<xy, z> =<z, xy>.
Thus we have that
Xz, yx)> -<z, xy> = 0 
which implies that yx = xy, and
t(xy) = xy = yx = i|r(y) ^(x).
21
Now suppose that \|r(x) = t(y) for some x, y in A. Then since 
t|r(x) = x we have that
x = 'Kt(x)) = Kt(y)) *= y. 
t is an onto mapping and thus is an involution on A.
*  **•
I contains all those elements of A left fixed by the 
involution while contains all x in A such that ty(x) = -x.
Now since t(xx) = xx, then xx is in I, so there exists a real 
number a such that xx = a*l. Now,
a = a<J, l^=^a*l , l)> = <^ xx, l^ = ^ (l*x), x^ > = N(x).
Hence xx = N(x)•! for all x in A. Also,
xx = N(x)»1 = N(x)*l*
t
Finally, since x + x is left fixed by there is a real
number 0 such that x + x = 0»1. We write x + X = T(x) *1, where 
T(x) is a linear functional and is defined to be the trace of x.
To complete the proof, it remains to show that the alternative 
law is satisfied for all elements in A. Now from the first part 
of this proof we have that ^xy, xz^ = ^ y, x(xz)^ for all x, y, z 
in A. But ^xy, xz >= H(x)<$r, z> from (i) of lemma 1 .6. Hence 
<y, x(xz)>- <y, N(x)*z>=<y, x(xz) - (xx)z > = 0.
This implies that x(xz) = (xx)z. Now since there exists some 
real number 0 such that x + x = 0*1, then
x(xz) = (0*1 - x)(xz) = (0*1)(xz) - x(xz)
22
and
(xx)z = [*0.1 - x) >  = (|B.l)(xz) - X2 z.
Hence
2
x(xz) = x z for all x, z in A.
If we consider <xz, yz>, we can similarly show that
2xz = (xz)z for all x, z in A.
Thus A is alternative and our proof is complete,
A direct consequence of this theorem is the following.
Corollary: Let A be a real algebra with identity 1 and
let I denote the subspace spanned by the identity of A. If
H(xy) sa N(x) N(y) for all x, y in A, then every element of A 
satisfies the quadratic equation x - T(x)*x + N(x) = 0 over I. 
Furthermore, the space I is the set of all elements left fixed 
by the involution \jr(x) « x, while 1“*" is the set of all a in A 
such that ty(a) = a = -a.
The proof of the converse to this theorem depends on the 
validity of the Moufang identity on an alternative algebra. That 
is,
(xy)(zx) » xQyz)xJ for all x, y, z in A.
In view of this, we present the following lemma which will be 
valuable in proving the converse. We begin by making the following 
definitions.
Definition: The associator of an algebra A is a function
S defined on A to A by
S(x, y, z) * (xy)z - x(yz)
for all x, y, z in A*
Definition: Let A be an arbitrary algebra and let
f(x^, x2, xq) be a multilinear function defined on An to
f is said to be skew-symmetric provided:
1. f takes on the value 0 whenever at least two of 
its arguments are equal, and
2. f changes sign whenever two of its arguments are 
interchanged.
Lemma 1.8 \~k, lj : Let A be an alternative algebra over a
ij.
field F. Define the function K from A to A by
K(w, x, y, z) = S(wx, y, z) - xS(w, y, z) - S(x, y, z)*w
for all w, x, y, z in A. Then S and K are linear skew 
symmetric functions.
Proof: The proof is contained in two parts:
I. That S is linear in x is readily verified by 
expanding S(ax^ + 0x2, y, z) for any x^, x^, y, z in A and 
a, 0 in F. Similarly S is linear in y and z. It is also 
clear that S(x, x, y) = 0 = S(x, y, y) when A is alternative.
2k
Therefore,
S(x, y + z, y + z) = S(x, y, z) + S(x, z, y) = 0
and
S(y + z, y + z, x) = S(z, y, x) + S(y, z, x) = 0.
Thus
S(x, y, z) ss -S(x, z, y) and S(z, y, x) = -S(y, z, x). 
Finally,
S(x, y, z) = -S(x, z, y) = S(z, x, y) = -S(z, y, x).
Hence S is a linear skew-symmetric function from A to A.
II. Now consider the function K* It is immediate that
K is linear from the linearity of S. Also, from the definition 
of Kj we note that K(w, x, y, y) = 0. Therefore
K(w, x, y, z) =* -K(w, x, z, y),
since
K(w, x, y + z, y + z) = k (w , x , y, z) + K(w, x, z, y) » 0.
Now we define a function G on A by
G(w, x, y, z) » S(wx, y, z) - S(w, xy, z) + S(w, x, yz)
- wS(x, y, z) - S(w, x, y)-z .
25
By expanding all the associators we find that G(w, x, y, z) =0. 
Therefore
-K(z, w, x, y) s G(w, x, y, z) - k(z, w, x, y).
Expanding G and K in terms of their associators and applying 
part I of this lemma we have
«K(z, w , x, y) * S(wx, y, z) - S(xy, z, w)
+ S(yz, w, x) - S(zw, x, y).
Using the fact that
S(wx, y, z) = K(w, x, y, z) + xS(w, y, z) + S(x, y, z).w
we find that a cyclic permutation of the elements z, w, x, y 
changes the sign on the right hand side of the expression for 
-K(z, w , x, y). That is,
K(y, z, w, x) = -*(z, w, x, y).
Thus we have shown that for all w, x, y, z in A,
K(w, x, y, z) * -k(w, x, z, y)
and
K(w, x, y, z) « -K(z, w , x, y).
Since these two permutations of the elements w, x, y, z generate 
the entire symmetric group of permutations, we have proved the skew- 
symmetry of K.
26
We axe now prepared to prove the converse to the last theorem.
Converse; [6, lp]: Let A be a real algebra with identity 1.
If A is an alternative algebra with involution ^ ; x -» x, where
xx = N(x)*1 and x + X = T(x)*1, T(x) a real number, then 
N(xy) = N(x) N(y) for all x, y in A.
Proof: We first prove the validity of the Moufang identity on
A. We can easily verify that
(xy)(zx) = x[y(zx) ] + S(x, y, zx).
From lemma 1.8,
S(x, y, zx) = -S(zx, y, x) = -S(x, y, x)*z
- xS(z, y, x) - K(z, x, y, x).
Therefore
S(x, y, zx) = xS(y, z, x) = x[(yz)x] - x[y(zx)].
Hence
(xy)(zx) « x[(yz)x] 
for all x, y, z in A. How since x + x '» T(x) «1 for all x 
in A, then
x2 y + (xx)y = [x(T(x)*l)]y
and
x(xy) + x(xy) » x [ (T(x) »l)y] 
for all x, y in A. By the law of multiplication defined on A,
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[x(T(x)-l)] y = T(x) *(xy) = x[(T(x) *l)y] .
Therefore, since A is alternative,
(xx)y = x(xy).
Similarly,
x(yy) = (xy)y.
Now for every x, y in A,
N(xy)*1 = (xy)(yx) = (xy)[y(T(x)-1 - x)]
= T(x)*(xy)y - (xy)(yx).
By the Moufang identity
N(xy)'l = T(x) [ x(yy)] - x[ (y^)x]
= T(x ) N(y) «x - N(y)*x2.
Hence
N(xy)*l s N(y) *x [T(x) •! - x] » N(y)-(xx) s N(y) N(x).l.
CHAPTER I I
COMMUTATIVE AMD ASSOCIATIVE ALGEBRAS
In chapter I we assumed neither commutativity nor associativity 
of multiplication. This chapter will be devoted to further character­
izations and uniqueness of real linear algebras having these properties.
Definition; A skew field is a ring in which the nonzero elements • 
form a group under multiplication. A commutative skew field is called 
a field.
Theorem 2.1 0.5, pt>. l8-2l] : Let A be a real division algebra.
If multiplication on A is associative, then A is a skew field. (If, 
in addition, A is commutative with respect to multiplication, then 
A is a field.)
Proof: First, if A is associative with respect to multiplication,
then A is a ring. Let a,b be nonzero elements of A. Then since 
A is a division algebra, there is an element x in A such that 
ax = b. Similarly, there is an element y in A such that by = x. 
Hence a(by) = ax = b and since b ^ 0 and a(by) = (ab)y then it 
follows that ab ^ 0. Thus A has no nonzero divisors of zero. We can 
now show that A has an identity.
Let a be any nonzero element in A. Then there exists an element 
e in A such that ae = a. Then e ^ 0. Mow ae2 = a€, which implies 
that €2 * € since a is not a divisor of zero. Let x be any element
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in A . Then
(x - xe)e = 0 and e(x - ex) = 0.
Hence xe » ex = x, so € is the identity element of A. As before,
•we denote this element by 1 .
We next show that every nonzero element of A has a multiplicative
inverse. Let a be any nonzero element of A. Then there exists an
x in A such that ax = 1. Then x £ 0. Furthermore,
(xa - l)x = x(ax) - x = 0.
Therefore, xa - 1 = 0 or xa = 1 and hence, x is the inverse a"^ -
of a. We have shown that the nonzero elements of A form a multipli­
cative group. Hence A is a skew field. Furthermore, if A is 
commutative with respect to multiplication, then A is a commutative 
skew field or simply a field.
We shall now prove that except for isomorphisms, the real and 
complex numbers form the only commutative division algebras over the 
real numbers. As before, we denote the space spanned by the identity 
of A by I. Since A is real, I is clearly isomorphic to the 
field of real numbers. We begin with the following definition.
Definition: Let A be a division algebra with identity 1 over
a field F. A is said to be algebraic over a field K if:
(1) K is contained in the center of A, and
(2) Every element a in A satisfies a nontrivial 
polynomial with coefficients in K.
In the theorems which follow we shall denote the center of A by C(A).
Lemma 2.2 C7, p. i d  If A is a real associative division 
algebra, then A is algebraic over I. Furthermore, each element of 
A satisfies a nontrivial linear or quadratic equation over I.
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Proof: Since A is an associative division algebra, A has an
identity and since A is real, I is isomorphic to the field of real
numbers. Also, if a is any real number, then by the rule of
multiplication defined on A, (a*l)a = a(a»l) for all a in A.
Thus I is contained in C(A).
Now, since A is associative, we can express the product of k
factors a by a*. If A is of order n, the set of n + 1 elements 
1, a, a2, an are linearly dependent with respect to R. Hence
there exist real numbers a^, a^, ..., a^, not all zero, such that
a0*l + a + 02 + ... + a11 =. 0.
Therefore a is a root of an equation of degree < n with coefficients
in I. Let
p(x) s cxq‘1 + a]_ x + ... + an x11.
Since I is isomorphic to R, we have by the fundamental theorem of 
algebra that
p(x) = f1(x).f2(x) ... fk(x), 
k < n and f^(x) is of degree 1 or 2. Now, since p(a) s 0, then 
some f^(a) = 0 and thus a is a root of a linear or quadratic 
equation over I.
Lemma 2.3 fe* UP. 526-5271: Let A be an associative division
algebra over the field C of complex numbers. If A is algebraic 
over C* = C*l, then A = C*.
Proof: Since A is algebraic over C*, if a is any element of
A, there exist complex numbers cQ, c^ , eg, ..., cn, not all zero, 
such that
c0 *1 + ci a + ... + cn aP = 0.
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Again making use of the fundamental theorem of algebra, the polynomial
p(x) s c0*l + c-^ x + ... + cn x11 
can be factored into a product of linear factors. That is
p(x) s (x - 7vl*1)(x - A2‘1)(x - ^3*1) ... (x - ^q-1)
■where 7^ , ..., 7^ are in C. Now since p(a) = 0, some
a - 7^*1 = 0 .
Hence a is in C* and we have shown that A^C*. Since A is
algebraic over C*, C*9A. Therefore A = C*.
Theorem 2,k [9i T>. 327]; Let A be a real associative division 
algebra. If A is commutative, then A is isomorphic to either
the field of real numbers or the field of complex numbers.
Proof: By lemma 2.2, A is algebraic over I and hence I, 
which is isomorphic to R, is contained in C(A). Now suppose 
I ^ A. Then there exists an a in A which is not in I.
Therefore, a satisfies some quadratic equation with real coefficients. 
Otherwise, a would be in I. Let
p(x) = x2 + 2ax + 0^*1 
such that p(a) = 0 and where a, Oq are real. Then
(a + a«l)^ ss a?«l - ocq.1 .
We note here that for any x in A and 7f in R, if x2 » y* *1 
and y' > 1, then there is a real number y such that
x2 = 72*1.
Then
x2 - 72*1 = (x + 7-1)(x - 7*1) = 0,
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which implies that x = + 7*1. Hence we have that - Oq < 0 , for 
if this were positive, there would exist a y in R such that
a + a*l i + 7 *1 ,
But this implies that a is in I. Hence, there is a real number
P p3 such that a - aQ = -3. Therefore
(a + a*l)^
Thus, if a is in A but not in I, we can find real numbers 
a, 3 such that
2
so that i = -1, and hence A contains I + 1*1 which is isomorphic
to the field of complex numbers. We denote this field by C*. It
remains only to show that A = C*. , .
How since A is algebraic over I, then A is algebraic over
C*. For if a in A satisfies a polynomial with coefficients in I,
then a clearly satisfies a polynomial with coefficients in C*. Also,
C*CC(A) since A is commutative. Hence, by lemma 2.3* C* = A and
our proof is complete.
We now drop the property of commutativity on A and continue our
characterization of real division algebras which are associative.
Theorem 2.3 [2, pp. 2^0»2^l]; Let A be an associative division
algebra. For some a contained in A, let R and L be the lineara a
transformations on A such that xRa *= xa and xLa = ax . for all x 
in. A. Then A is isomorphic to
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aR = {Rx t * ln A}
and anti-isomorphic to
= ^Lx | x in A^.
Proof: We define ^(x) s Rx for all x in A and we shall
show ^ defines an isomorphism of A onto A^. First consider
*(ctx + 3y) = + 3y
for x, y in A and a, 3 in R. Note that for any a in A
a^ ctx + 3y = a(ox + 3y) = a(aRx) + 3(aRy).
Hence
R = ctR + BR •OCX + 3y x y*
so
t(ax + 3y) = co|r(x) + 3t(y).
Now consider t(xy) = ^xy* *?or a
aRxy = a(xy) = (ax)y = (aRx ) %  = a(Rx • Ry).
Hence - . ’
Rxy = Rx Ry>
so ■ : 7 ■ ■ ■' .' '
*(xy) •« f(x) t(y).
Finally, suppose ty(x) = ^(y) and let a he any nonzero element 
in A. Then aRx = aRy so a(x - y) = 0 and since A is an associative 
division algebra, x = y. Hence, since is an onto mapping, A is 
isomorphic to Ag.
Now consider the mapping \|f*(x) = Lx. Note that for a in A, 
al^xy = (xy)a * x(ya) = (aLy) 1^ = a(Ly • Lx).
&Hence
t'(xy) = t*(y) t'(x), 
so t1 defines an anti-isomorphism from A onto Aj,.
Thus if A is an associative division algebra with basis 
0*1 , ep , 0 .»y and i f
x c e^ + Xg eg + ... + x„ e.n n
is any element in A, then
x ** xx Re^  + *2 R©2 + * * * + Xn Ren
under the mapping ^ and
x «-* x^ Le^  + Xg Le^ + • • • + xn Le^
under the mapping \|r’. Hence, Re-^ * Reg* •••> Ren form a basis for 
Ar and Le^, ^ 2 > •••> *^en form a basis for A^.
Theorem 2.6 [gt pp. 202-2131: Let A be a real associative
division algebra. Then the algebras Ar and A-^  of linear 
transformations on A are isomorphic to algebras of real n x n 
matrices.
Proof: Let x = x± e^ + X2 eg + ••• + %  en,. where x* is real 
and e-^, eg, ..., en form a basis for A. Now xRa = xa is in A 
so we put
xRa = xa = y = y]_ e]_ + y2 e2 + ... + yn en
= ( X xi ei) Cei Ra)
and
ei Ra ej
J
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Now
y « XR?
1 J J 1
Hence
yj = Z “ij xi
i
and we denote the matrix (bij) by m(Ra) . Thus the linear 
transformation Ra which sends the vector x having components 
(x^ , xg, xn  ^ into the vector y having components
(y±y y2 t yn ) can be represented by the real n x n matrix
(“ij") where ei Ea eJ-
j
We now show that the mapping 9(rx) = m(Rx) for all x in A, 
defines an isomorphism of A^ onto M(Aj^ m ^ m^Rx) j Rx in Ajj|. 
First, we note that for real a, p and Rx, Ry in A^,
9(aRx + PRy ) = m(oRx + pRy ) = a m(Rx) + P m(Ry)
since
ei(aRx + PRy) = a (ei Rx ) + P(ei Ry)*
Now suppose
ei Rx ss^ aij e«5 ^  e«j %  Gk*
Then
5i(Rx Ry) % )  “^ “ij ek'
Therefore J °
®i(Rx Ry) e -^f
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which implies
m(Rx By) “ (“lj)(Pjk) = m(Rx) • “ (By)-
That is
m(Ex Ry) - (Tik) = £«ij eJkf
0
Hence
e(Rx By) = m(Rx') m(Ry).
Now suppose e (R x )  = 0(Ry)• Then m (Rx -Ry)=(0). If
m(Rx - By) " ( “Ijl
then each = 0 so
ei(Rx - Ry) = ei (x - y) = 0.
This implies that x = y so that Rx = Ry. Hence the mapping 0 is
an isomorphism of onto M(Aj^ .
Similarly, if we define
M(Al) ={m(Lx ) | Lx in Al ) 
we can show that the mapping 0f defined by
e ' W  =
for all x in A, is an isomorphism of A^ onto M^A-^.
Corollary: Let A be a real associative division algebra. Then
A is isomorphic to the algebra M^A^ and anti-isomorphic to the 
algebra m (a^ .
Definition: The isomorphism A 2? M^Aj^ is known as the first
regular representation of A and the anti-isomorphism A ~ M^A-^ 
is called the second regular representation of A.
Hence, given an associative division algebra A with basis
el> e2> * * •> en> we ^ave for any
37
x s X1 ei + x2 e2 + •* * + ^  en
in A the following correspondence:
and
x «•* x.a m(R< 0  + *2 m(Re£ ) + + ^  m
Similarly
x
Example: Regular representation of the algebra of complex numbers:
Let C denote the algebra of complex numbers. Then 1, i is a basis 
for C, so we have for any a + pi in C,
Since C is a commutative algebra, the first and second regular 
representations of C are identical.
We shall now construct the algebra of real quaternions by 
imitating the construction of the complex numbers. Again, let' C 
denote the algebra of complex numbers.
where is given by
1RX a 1 + Oi
iR^ = 6 + i
and
IRi = 0 + i
iR^ » 1 + Oi
Hence
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Consider the set Q of all ordered pairs (a, h) where a, b are 
complex numbers. Q is a vector space over the field of complex
numbers. Each (a, b) in Q can be expressed as
(a, b) • a(l, 0) + b(0, l).
We define multiplication on Q as follows:
(a, b)(c, d) s (ac - db, da + be), 
where the bar indicates the complex conjugate. The multiplicative 
identity is clearly 1 = (l, 0). If we put j = (0, l) we find that
j2 = -1. Now, every (a, b) in Q is uniquely expressible in the
form
(a, b) = a»l + bj, 
and the rule of multiplication on Q can be written as
(a*l + bj)(c-l + dj) s (ac - db)«l + (da + bc)j.
Now let a = aQ + a^ "\/-l and b = og + where
aQ, c^, ag-, are real. Then
(a, b) =. a*l + bj >  aQ^l + Oq^-I*! + otg j + a^^-l j.
Let 0) = i and (0,"^-l) = k. Thus, each element (a, b) in
Q is uniquely represented in the form
(a, b) = aQ»l + i + Og j + k.
By our rule of multiplication we compute the following table which also 
defines multiplication on Q:
i2 = j2 = k2 = -i, 
ij = -ji = k, 
jk = -ki = i, 
ki = -ik =s j.
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Under this rule of multiplication,. ' ■
Q = j 00*1 + aq i + ag j + k | O q , aq, ag, real {
is a rekL associative algebra with identity. The-elements of Q are
- ' • %
known as quaternions and Q is called the algebra of real quaternions.
Theorem 2.7: The algebra of real quaternions is an absolute
valued algebra. ■ ■ / ;
Proof: We apply the converse to theorem 1.7«
First, for every q in Q we define the quaternion conjugate .
of q by-
q *=• aQ*l - ( i + ag j + aj k).
By straight forward multiplication we can easily show that the mapping 
'Ko.) 38 A defines an involution bn ^  . Similariy> we can show that 
q q = N(q) *1 for all q in' iliiall.yf we define T(q) *1 *• q + <| 
for all q. T(q) is clearly real. Since Q is associative, we have 
that N(pq) = N(p) W(q) and our proof is complete.
We conclude this chapter with the following proof of the uniqueness 
of the algebra of real quaternions.
,. Theorem 2.8 C9. PP. 527-329; 6, pp. 10-12]; Let :A be a real 
associative division algebra. If A is not commutative, then A is 
isomorphic to the algebra of quaternions. .
Proof: We first show that ; 1. = C(A). By lemma 2.2, I ^  C(A);
Now suppose there exists an element' a in C(A) such that a ; is not 
in 1. Then, as we have previously shown, there would exist real 
numbers a, 3 such that g -1; Thus> C(A) would contain
a field C* isomorphic to the field of complex numbers. Hence A would
ko
be algebraic over C* and so by lemma 2.3* A » C*. This contradicts 
our assumption that A is not commutative. Therefore I = C(A).
Now let a be any element of A such that a is not in I and 
take i * ^ such that i2 * -1. Then i is not in I so
there exists an element b in A such that
c == bi - ib yf 0.
Note that ' '
ic + ci « i(bi - ib) + (bi - ib)i = ibi - i2 b + bi2 - ibi = 0,
i
so ic = -ci.
Furthermore,
ic2 * (ic)c = -(ci)c =. c(ci) = c2 i, 
so c2 commutes with i.
Now c satisfies some quadratic equation over I. Let
c^ + yc +5*1 b 0, • - ' 7, 5 real.
Since - :' • ? . . ’ -
■' '* 7C a -c2 - 5«1,
then 7c ' commutes with i. Hence
7ci s i7c = ,7ic a -7ci,
so
27ci b 0.
Since 2ci ^ 0 and A is a division algebra, 7 * 0. Therefore
c2 sb - 5-1. Also c can not be in I since ic & -ci. Hence
5 > 0 so we let 5 b * §2, £ real.
Now let j = | . Then j2 = -1. Also 
5
• * ci + ic ^Ji + ij  ---    0.
' 5
hi
Therefore ij = -ji. Let k = ij.
Hence A contains the algebra C* + C**j which is isomorphic 
to the algebra of real quaternions. We denote this algebra by Q*.
We finally show that Q* = A^ Suppose Q*^A. Then for some x
in A but not in Q*, we can determine an element Z in A which is
not in Q* and such that I2 = -1. Now i + Z are roots of a
quadratic equations over I. For real a^, ag, 3j> 3g, we let
and
Hence
and
(i + Z)2 + Z) + ctg*l = 0
(i - l)2 + ^(i - Z) + 3g*l = 0.
(i + Z)2 b -2*1 + iZ + Zi = -a^(i + Z) - a2»l
(i - Z)2 = -2.1 - iZ - Zi = -p, (i - Z) - 3P-1.9l'J- M2
Adding, we get
+ 3q)i + " Pi) ^ + (^  + 2^ “ )^'l = 0.
Since 1, i, Z are linearly independent,
aj = 3}_ = 0 •
Hence
iZ + Zi ® a*l, a real.
Similarly,
jZ + Zj = 3*1
and
kZ + Zk = 7*1, 3* 7 real.
k2
Thus
Ik » (u)j = (a-1 - il)j = aj - i(p.l - JZ) = aj - + kZ.
Then
2kI = 7-1 + Pi - aj.
Multiplying by k we get
-2Z = 7k + 3j + ai.
This implies that Z is in Q* contradicting our assumption that 
Q*^ A . Hence A = Q* completing the proof.
Combining some of our previous results we have the following: 
Corollary: Let A be a real associative absolute valued 
algebra. Then A is isomorphic to the real numbers, the complex 
numbers or the real quaternions.
CHAPTER 331
THE ALGEBRA OF REAL QUATERNIONS
Let Q denote the algebra of real quaternions.
Theorem 5.1 Ql2, pp. 257-2$9~|: Let p be a fixed nonzero
quaternion. Then 0(q) = pqp"^ is an automorphism on Q. 
Furthermore, every automorphism on Q is of this type.
Proof: Since Q is an associative division algebra, every
nonzero element of Q has a unique inverse. Now consider
0(q) s pqp"1,
for all q in Q and some fixed nonzero element p. If q^, 
are arbitrary elements in Q, and a, (3 are real, then
, e(aq1 + Pqg) « p(aq1 + Pq^p*1 = apq^ " 1 + 0pq2P~1
Hence
e(c3Lq1 + 3q2) * a0(q1) + 09(q2).
Also,
= pq-L p"1 * (pq1p~1)(pq2P~:L)
so
= e(q1)#e(q2)-
Finally, if 0 ^ )  = ©(q^), then = Q2 8lnce Q ha8 110 
zero divisors of zero. Hence 6 is an inner -automorphism on Q. 
Now suppose 0 ’ is an automorphism of Q and let
0‘(q) * q*.
Suppose that under the mapping 0’
!*-*+!i* ► e1, j -^e2, k e ^ .
Then 1, e^, e2, e^ obey the same rule of multiplication as 
defined for 1, i, j, k. How there exist elements p1, p2, Pj 
in Q such that
P1 * e3^  " e2k + el + *
P2 = e^k - e^i + e2 + ,5
P^ = e2i - + e^ + k.
We will show that for every q in Q
q,pi * pi<lj q,p2 = P2q' q *p3 88 p3q^
where q ’ is the image of q under the mapping 01 
From our rule of multiplication on Q we have
e^p1 * - e2J - e^k - 1 + e^i,
and
pli-“ ~ e3k “ e2J + *1* " 1,
so that
Similarly
e2pl * P1J fmd e3Pi “ pik#
Hence for every q in Q,
q,pl “ plq*
Similarly
q.'P2 = P2q and q'p^ = p^q.
If one of the elements p2/ p? is not zero, the theorem is
complete.
Now, suppose that
Then
e1  + i » e2k - e^j.
Also
P2 = e^k - e^i + e^e^ - ik * e^(e^ - i) + (e^ - i)k « 0. 
Since,
k"1 = yH(k) = -k,
^  - i) = e (e^ - i)k = egk + e^o-
From above, we have
en + i = e.k - e_J.1 2 3
Hence
k6
which implies that = k. Similarly, if
and if
p3 = Pl - 0 , 0 - v
Thu6, if * p2 = = 0, then 9' must "be the identity mapping,
in which case we take p = 1. This completes the proof of our 
theorem.
Theorem 3»2: The collection of all automorphisms on Q form
a multiplicative group of linear orthogonal transformations on Q.
Proof: Let G be the collection of all automorphisms on Q.
By the previous theorem, the elements of G are linear transformations 
of the form where p is a fixed nonzero quaternion and
First we note that G is closed under multiplication. For 
suppose p1, p2 are fixed nonzero elements of Q. Then for any 
q in Q
qTp pqp“:L for all q in Q
But
P^1 P*1 = Pj_ P2/®(Pi Pa> = P2 p2> = (p2 Pl)_1
Hence
so G is closed
hr
Similarly, we can show
a11 7t . t A t
V 2 3J l pi 2) 3
for fixed nonzero elements p^, p^, p^ and q in Q. Thus G 
is associative.
Now, T-, is clearly in G. If T is any element of G and
q is an arbitrary element of Q, we have
*<*3. * V  =
Hence is the identity in G* Finally, since each element of
G is a nonsingular linear transformation on Q, t "*^ exists for
P
each T in G. Hence G is a multiplicative group of linear
transformations on Q.
Note that for all q in Q and each T in G,
*
<qTp, qTp >= Nfpqp*1) « N(q) * <q, q>.
Thus G is a group of linear orthogonal transformations on Q.
As in theorem 1.7, we note that
Q = I ® I1,
where I is isomorphic to the field of real numbers. Furthermore,
from our construction of Q, we have that 1^  is isomorphic to
the real Euclidean vector space of dimension three. Denote !*■ 
by E^. Then every element in Q is of the form
q » r + v,
where r is in I and v in Ex.
2
kQ
Theorem 3*3: Let G be the group of all automorphisms on Q.
Then
(1) The elements of I are invarient under the 
transformations of G, and
(2) G defines the group of all rotations on E^ «
Proof: That the elements of G leave the elements of I
fixed is clear since each r in I is of the fora a*l, where
a is real. Thus for each r in I, and T in G,
P
rT « p(a*l)p-1 = r.
Jr
Hence for any q « r + v in Q, and T in G,
P
qTp = r + pvp"1 .
Now consider the effect of an element in G on an element
of E, • Let
3
p = aQ*l + i + a2 J + k
be any fixed nonzero element of Q, and let
v s xi + yj + zk 
be an arbitrary element of E^. Then
VTp = p V p-1 = gjiy [ p v p ] .
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Since
detjm(TpJ = ±1,
then
det A(p) = ±H(p)5.
Since det A(p) is a polynomial in aQ, a^, ag, ay  it is a 
continuous function from
- (0, 0, 0, 0)|
to R. Then det A(p) is either always positive or always negative. 
For suppose there exist fixed nonzero quaternions and p^ such
that
det A(p^) > 0 and det A(pg) < 0.
Now, since ^ - (0, 0, 0, 0)J
is connected, we have by the intermediate value theorem [l5, p.322) 
that there exists a p^ in Q such that
det A(p,) = ±H(p-)3 = 0.
But this implies that p^ = 0 which is impossible since p^ = 0 
is not in the domain of det A(p). Hence,
det[m(T )] = 1 for a3.1 T in G 
P P
or
CO
LL
EG
E 
OF 
WI
LL
IA
M
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det[m(T )] = -1 for all T In G*
Nov consider T * in G defined by 
P
p 1 SB a*l.
6 3
Then clearly det A(p) ■ a - +N(p') , and so is positive for all 
transformations in G. Therefore
detjm(T )] * +1 for all T in G*
Jsr Jr
Hence G is a group of rotations on E^.
We shall now show that G is the group of all rotations 
on E^* Let R denote any rotation on E^* From analytic 
geometry we know that R can be defined by the direction cosines 
of the axis of rotation together with the angle of rotation about 
that axis* Let f* TV* £ denote the direction {cosines of the 
axis. of rotation 'witb^the;,:£ Also let.
os denote the angle;df lrdt^ieh4 W'f^ttek^ shown
that R has the following matrix representation:
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Thus, we have found a fixed nonzero quaternion, namely
0) £0 m . 0)
p a cos 5* .1 - i sin 3* i - T| sin 3- d - £ sin 3 k.,
such that
vTp = vR.
Hence R is in G and the proof of the theorem is complete.
Corollary: The most general rotation of a vector v in
can be defined by
vTp * pvp"1,
where
co <n, . »
p = cos 5-..I - sin Mii + id + PO*
I, t ] ,  £ are the direction cosines of the axis of rotation with 
the x, y, z axis respectively,eiaA m  is the angle of rotation 
about the axis.
We shall now list some of the properties and characterizations 
of Q which follow from the theorems of this paper.
1. Multiplication on Q in Gibbs notation (j> > pp. ^03-^28] 
Let [jw^ , Vg^ j denote the vector cross product of elements in Ey  
Then by the rule of multiplication defined on Q, we can readily 
establish that
(i) ^  v2 = -<^1( v^.l + [V1, v2].
Hence for all q^ = r^ + v^ and q^ = r^ + v2 we have
5U
(11) ^  - (rx r2 - <V  v£>.lj + v£ + r2 ^  + [v^ v£]|
The relationships (i) and (ii) yield the following interesting 
identities:
(iii) vx v2 + v2 v1 = ^  v2>.l,
V1 v2 - V2 V1 " 2CV1' v2] ’
V1 «2 - «8 V1 “ 2[V1> V2] ’
and
*1 «2 - *2 %  " 2CV1' V2] •
2. From theorem 1.5> we have that for all q s* r + v
in Q, i|r(q) s q = r - v is an involution on Q. q is defined
to be the conjugate of q. Thus
T(q)*l = q + q = 2r,
= qq » qq,
ap + 3q s ap + 0q,
and
pq *
for all p, q in Q and real a,
3* First regular representation of Q:
Let
q = aQ*l + i + a2 j + k.
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For some p in Q we define the linear transformation R by
P
q3p - <3P
for all q in Q. Then from theorems 2.5 and 2.6
1 ~ ao R1 + “l Bi + °2 RJ + “3 ®k
and
q<— mfR^ + m(Ri) + ag m(R^) +
As an example, m(R^) is given by:
m ± m i = 0-1 + i + 0-j + 0-k
iR± = i2 = -1 + 0-i + 0-j + 0-k
JRi == ji * 0.1 + 0-i + 0. j - k
kRi » ki a 0-1 + 0-1 + j + 0-k.
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Thus we have
“(Bj)
m(Rj) =
A
o 
o
v°
f°
o
-i
V°
0
1 
0 
0
0
0
0
-1
o d\
0 o
1 o
O 1/
1 (S
0 1
0 0
0 oj
0
1 0
°'\
-1 0 0 0
0 0 0 -1 .
v° 0 1 V
f° 0 0 A
0 0 -1
0
0 1 0
0
0 0 •;
Hence
a a, a»,o 1 2 3
-a. a. a
o 3 2
-a2
r“5 ^ 2
a
k. Second regular representation of Q: 
In a similar manner we have
1— %  \  + «1 \  + “2 \  * a3 V
and
q— aQ 9(1^) + m ^ )  + ag m(L.) + m ^ )
Here, L is defined by qL « pq for all q In Q. 
P P
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m(Lj) =
A
o
0
'o
0
-1
v°
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0 
0 . 
1 
0 !/
1
0 -1 
0 0 
0 o/
m(L±)
-
1 0 cA
-1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
V °
0 .1 o j
f 0
0 0 l \
0 0 1 0
0 -1 0 0
0
oo
Hence
/ O'
/ ° °1 a2 A
-*Y
a
o *3
■°2 -ct3
a
o alw 2 «a,1 ao J
5 • Rotations l6j: The Euler angles \}r, 0, cp provide
the most widely used technique for describing a rotation in Ey 
Let 0xy2 denote a right handed system of rectangular axes fixed 
in space and let v denote any vector in this system. In theorem 3*3 
we have shown that any rotation of v can be defined by
vT pvp-1,
where p is 6ome fixed nonzero quaternion
p a* a *1 + a, i + a0 j + a_ k.O ± c j
This rotation can also be described by three successive Euler 
angle rotations. We shall now derive the relationship between 
the quaternion components aQ, a^, and the Euler angles
*, 0, <p.
Let R , denote a rotation of ty about the z axis, if,z
rotating the 0 system into 0 „ „ and let xyz
TBt,» = Tr
Then by theorem 3«3> there is a fixed nonzero quaternion p1 such 
that,
where
p^ * cos |r*l - sin |> k.
Similarly, let
Re,yi 5 0xiyiz * °x 'yizi’
such that
Then there exists a p2 in Q such that
Y1 Be,yi = V1 \  - *2 V1 P2X = v2’
where
6 8 P2 a cos £.1 - sin g- j.
Finally, let
t : 0 t „ -* 0 , , ,,$,xf x y^ i  x'y'z**
such that
v2 R0,x' = v *
Then there is a p^ in Q such that
v2 R0,x' = v2 Tp5 * p3 v2 p3 “■ y '>
where
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p^ « cos j|.l - sin ^ i.
The total rotation of a vector v in 0 into v T in 0 . . .xyz x^'z*
is given by
-1
vTp = pvp = v 1, 
where p is some fixed nonzero quaternion
Now since
V  -  P 3  V  p '  J P g 1  P 3  ,
we have that
P * P3 P2 Px*
Hence,
p = |cos ^«1 - sin |> ij ^ cos - - sin |- <|j|cos |- - sin kj •
Expanding the right hand side of this expression we obtain the 
following relationships between the quaternion components and Euler 
angles:
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6. Rate equations [p. Ik, l6j: Suppose that the system
Ox iy«zt. is rotating with an angular velocity o>. Let
cd = pi + qj + rk
where p, q, r are the angular velocities ahout the x*, y’, z' 
axes respectively. The Euler angle rates are expressed as follows jjL*f|:
—' —
*
• 
CD II
9
0 sin qp/cos 0 cos cp/cos 0
0 cos <p -sin cp
1 sin cp sin 0/cos 0 cos cp sin 0/cos 0
The obvious disadvantage of this system of equations is the singu­
larity existing at
0 (2n - l) n = 1, 2,
We shall now show that no such problem exists in the 
corresponding rate equations for the quaternion components. 
Suppose that the quaternion q is a function of the scalar 
quantity t. That is,
q a q(t) » o(t) • 1 + x(t)i + y(t)j + z(t)k.
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Then analogous to our definition of a derivative In the Euclidean 
vector space of dimension 3* we define
dq(t) 11m q(t + At) - q(t) 
dt “ At o At
or
q(t) = 3+ oj(t).l + x(t)i + zr y(t),} + z(t)k
From this it follows that
k = (k + *i(k -
Now let T be the quaternion transformation rotating the
vector v in 0„,B into v* in 0^. ... That is,xyz x y z
-1
V  * *  V T  a  P V P
• -J*
where p, v are functions of t. Furthermore, let 0x ,y,2, be
rotating with an angular velocity o> as defined above. Finally, 
define the quaternion A = AQ*1 + A^ i + Ag j + A^ k by
 ^ —
where
\  = — ~T, i = 0, 1, 2, 3.
' 'P
Then
Also
v* s vT * pvp"'*' = AvA«
Jfr
v = v ’TJ*' a v*T ^  = p"^ vp = AvA- 
P P
From this, we have the following matrix representation for Tp :
2 2 2 2 
>b+ *1 - - *3 2<\ *2 - V 2(A^  A^  + Aq Ag)
2(^ 2 ^  + ^  V 2 2 2 2 y + *i -*i - *1 2(^ 2 “ ^ 0
2(X3 ^  >0) 2(\ >«3 + \ \) 2 2 2 A0 + ^  ^  “ A
From theoretical mechanics [5, pp. 1^1 -1^ 5] > we have the 
following relationship:
D  - -
The prime denoting the 0 , , , or moving system.x y z
Hence, in terms of the quaternion transformation T^, we can write
oj 
cm 
I
Since = 1,
Thus
C®» t D = v ’( ^ x) *  -:(se *)**'•
Note that for any X in Q we can write
where r is in I and v is in E^. Then from (iii) of (l) we 
have
[®, vO = -2(v*, ,
or
Since this expression is valid for all v 1 in . and since the 
vector cross product is nondegenerate,
: ■ V ' : ■ ‘ "j' i V-
CD s= -2v ' .
Finally,
Again, since H  = 1
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Thus
or
• = - a N * ’
Expanding, we have the following matrix representation:
Equivalently,
•—
0 -P -q -r
h it i
fO|
 H p
0 -r
q r 0 -P Ag
h
r -q P 0 *3
•
*0
• •
V 1
=• * '  ~ 2
V
*3
-A,
where
\  * dt Xi' 
Note: The substitution
0
~t\.
i = 0, 1, 2, 5-
is equivalent to using ^  = pvp'1 and applying the constraint
pp « N(p) * 1.
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